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A few words from the CEO

We are not out of bullets!
The economy is flattening out, the German automotive
industry is applying the brakes and we are faced with a
Brexit with uncertain consequences. 2019 will contain
challenges but despite it all, we are remaining confident
at EdmoLift. A wide range of focussed investments means
that we are better equipped for the future than ever
before. We are looking forward to an exciting 2019!
EDMOLIFT CAN LOOK BACK on a long period of strong growth. All of the

graphs have pointed upwards for nearly ten years. Now, however, the
strong economy is beginning to falter, and the enormous market forces
are no longer as present as before.
This can perhaps be best noted within one of our most important
customer segments, the automotive industry, which faced unexpectedly
strong headwinds at the end of last year - due to the new exhaust
certification in Europe and a weak market in China. In general, car sales
fell in Europe, the United States and China. Anyhow, the German car
giants Volkswagen and Daimler kept their sales up and expect both
vehicle sales and income in 2019 to exceed last year’s numbers.
THE TRANSITION TO ELECTRIC CARS is a very delicate balancing act for

the industry, and many manufacturers are facing major and significant
decisions: Continue to invest in traditional petrol and diesel vehicles or
transition to electric vehicles?
Manufacturers have invested vast sums of money in the platforms and
production facilities for traditional vehicles. In several cases, these
platforms are relatively new and will have to finance the costs of the
transition before the electric vehicles become profitable. For this reason,
many automotive companies like to talk a lot about electric cars and
electrification - but they actually want to delay the transition for as
long as possible.
However, the question is whether the automotive sector can afford
to wait. Electric vehicles are beginning to get a firm foothold on the
market and it is far from certain that customers have the patience to
wait for the car giants’ electric models.
If the major car manufacturers choose to invest heavily in manufacture
of electric vehicles now, it is a real decision that has the capacity to
extent the profitable growth climate that we have had for a number of
years.
BREXIT IS ANOTHER UNCERTAINTY FACTOR. Will the UK leave the EU? Will

there be a new referendum? Will the UK leave with a new agreement
or will it be a hard Brexit? At time of writing we know nothing, but can
only note that the first Brexit decision and the huge level of uncertainty
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surrounding the future has affected Edmolift’s sales negatively in
our third largest market.
DESPITE ALL THIS it is important to emphasise that the automotive

sector is not in a state of crisis, that the uncertainty surrounding
Brexit has not closed down the UK and that economic activity
is not negative but rather flattening out. At EdmoLift, we still
compete each week to achieve our previous years’ levels. It is
tough and challenging, but we are succeeding. The rate of increase
in relation to last year is 6.3 per cent.
And we have good reasons to continue to be optimistic about the
future. The strong growth that we have enjoyed for a number of
years has given us the opportunity to invest in everything from
staff to innovation.
THIS IS HOW EDMOLIFT WILL MEET 2019:

The industry’s best employees from development and production
to sales and customer services.
The industry's strongest network of dealers and distributors.
A completely new website that gives even more benefit and
facilitates contact between customers and dealers.
And last but not least:
122 new products in the range just since the New Year.
EdmoLift is better prepared than ever for the future and even
in a little weaker market we still have the tools for
continued growth by gaining market shares.

Anders Wahlqvist
CEO EDMOLIFT AB
anders.wahlqvist@edmolift.se
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EdmoLift opens a sales office in France!
EdmoLift’s intention to grow internationally has in
recent years led to the opening of susbsidiaries in both
the Netherlands and in Denmark. Since 2008, the dealer
EdmoLift Solutions, which has its headquarters in
Liege, Belgium, has served both the Belgian and French
markets. In order to increase its regional and local
presence, EdmoLift BENELUX B.V. is now opening a sales
office in Noisseville, France!
WHY IS EDMOLIFT OPENING UP A NEW OFFICE IN FRANCE?

“In our branch of industry it is important to be close to the
customers at both a regional and national level in order to be
able to go out and meet them in person. We have seen that
this approach with “more feet on the street” has really borne
fruit in the Netherlands and Denmark, where companies of
various sizes have become valuable and returning customers.
When the opportunity arose to expand to France via EdmoLift
BENELUX B.V., we understood that we had a unique chance
that we could not let pass by. With Tony Hagège at the helm
of the new office in Noisseville, it will have a very competent
sales manager who will pave the way for us into the French
market” says Anders Wahlqvist, CEO of EdmoLift.
WHY DID YOU CHOOSE TONY HAGÈGE?

“I met Tony for the first time about 8 years ago. So I already
knew that he had extensive experience from the lift table

industry, a long background of working in sales and as a
consultant, combined with deep technical knowledge and a
winning mentality.” says Vincent Demper, sales manager at
EdmoLift BENELUX B.V., who continues:
Last year, I ran into Tony again, so it may have been fate
that brought us together. We had the ambition of starting
up a sales office in France because it is a market with huge
untapped potential, but we weren’t sure that the time was
right to establish a company. When I ran into Tony, I told him
about our plans for France and asked him whether he thought
he could be the right person for the job. I was very pleased
about his positive reaction and that he wanted to take on the
task of establishing EdmoLift as an influential company on
the French market!”
WHAT IS THE GOAL FOR EDMOLIFT IN FRANCE?

“To begin with we must create a solid basis for the new
EdmoLift office in France. We have an ambitious goal of
becoming the market leader within a 5-year period. It is a
long way to go, but I am convinced that Tony, with all of his
skills and deep understanding of the French market, when
combined with our excellent products, will be able to do this,”
concludes Vincent Demper.
VISIT THE NEW FRENCH WEBSITE AT WWW.EDMOLIFT.FR

EdmoLift AB Jägaregatan 11, SE-871 42 Härnösand, Sweden, tel: +46 (0)611-837 80, e-mail: b2b@edmolift.se, web: www.edmolift.se
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Tony Hagège
Sales Manager France
WHAT DID YOU DO BEFORE YOU STARTED AT EDMOLIFT?

“Before I started at EdmoLift I had worked in the lifting
solutions industry since 2011, and was responsible for the
French market for another company in the industry. I worked
with sales and consulting and helped French customers to
find the most suitable lifting solution for their needs. Because
I have worked with mechanical design, various types of CAD
software, and internal logistics systems throughout my career,
I have gained a lot of knowledge and experience of how to
solve customers technical issues.”
WHY DID YOU CHOOSE TO JOIN EDMOLIFT?

“EdmoLift has a long history of developing and producing
high quality lifting solutions with a robust design. In general,
EdmoLift is well represented throughout Europe, but the
brand is not so established in France. For that reason, I
thought it seemed to be a great new challenge for me to
improve EdmoLift’s position here and to begin to compete
with the other lifting table manufacturers in France.”
WHAT ARE YOUR EXPECTATIONS FOR THE NEAR FUTURE?

“We have set our sights on establishing EdmoLift as one of
the 3 strongest and most relevant lifting table manufacturers
in France within a 3 year period. Within 5 years, our goal is,
of course, to be France’s most dominant and comprehensive
supplier of scissor lift tables, pallet handling products and
aids for materials handling.

LogiMAT 2019 gave us positive signals
There have been negative signs in the media lately, but the
major logistics and material handling fair, which was held at the
end of February, gave us positive signals.
“We were especially looking forward to this year’s fair
because LogiMAT is a very good barometer for the economy,”
says EdmoLift’s CEO, Anders Wahlqvist. “My view is that
the media have been more negative than companies about
prospects for growth, and that view was confirmed in
Stuttgart.
LogiMAT in Stuttgart is one of the most important trade fairs
for EdmoLift and this year, the company presented, amongst
others, the new LTT 750 and TSLN 1503 to the fair’s visitors.

The number of visitors to the fair continues to increase, adding
up to around 62,000 this year - 11.5 per cent more than in 2018.
The number of exhibitors and countries that were represented
at LogiMAT also increased.
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New website has been launched
EdmoLift has launched its new website and visitors to
edmolift.se and edmolift.com can now find sites that
are in many ways familiar, but that have been through
a real facelift and also have better opportunities to be
administered in multiple languages.
During the spring and early summer, the company’s
other sites will be launched – in a total of nine different
languages – all in the new design.
The new website is responsive and works whether the pages
are viewed on a computer, tablet or smart phone. It is, in many
ways, simpler and more accessible, but a lot is familiar - and
that is a deliberate choice.
“There is a value in visitors feeling familiar when visiting
EdmoLift’s website, and we have also had a website structure
that has worked well, so we wanted to retain that,” says
EdmoLift's marketing communications manager, Hans Skoog.
A customer who has visited our site previously will definitely
feel at home, but now gets a site that is fresher and nicer than
in the past.
EdmoLift's website is intended for both customers and
distributors, and its ambition is for the content to be rich and

broad, including everything from product videos, interviews and
case studies to news about the company and its products.
A central role in the work on the new website has been played by
the company’s social media & on-line content manager, Alfred
Johansson.
“I will produce text, images and videos for all of EdmoLift’s
sites and will also be a support for administrators who run
the sites in German, French, Dutch and so on,” says Alfred
Johansson.
Several of the satellite sites are administered by the distributors
in their respective countries. It is a further part of our strategy
of making markets more local and guiding customers directly to
the nearest distributor. And there are indeed new opportunities
offered by the new website.
“The product part and the overall structure will be the same,
regardless of which EdmoLift website you visit, but now there
are greater opportunities for the distributor to determine
themselves what they want to present and emphasize most,”
explains Alfred Johansson. The distributors know what
products their respective market wants and needs, and can
now let them be extra visible on their website.
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Major project has led to better manuals
EdmoLift has carried out a comprehensive update of its
product manuals. This work has been going on for two
years and will guarantee that customers always get correct
and updated information, but also the right amount of
information.

“Our products are so easy to deploy that the instructions
needed can be summarised in images,” says Tobias Svensson.
“For most of our customers, that is the only information they
want.”
So, when you buy a product from EdmoLift today, you get
a printed, language-independent quick guide consisting of
pictograms that contains everything you need to start using the
product.

EdmoLift always used to send a detailed manual with each
product. It actually contained all the information the customer
could need, but it was not the optimum solution.

More detailed information can be found in eight product
manuals, one for each product group. The product manuals
are available in 22 languages and can be downloaded from
EdmoLift’s website. Manuals for older models will also be made

“Much of our sales takes place through dealers and we have
end customers in many different language areas, which means
that we used to have to print, and hold in stock, manuals in
20 languages,” explains Tobias Svensson, project manager at
EdmoLift.

available as digital versions soon.
All of the manuals now being in digital format means, among
other things, that it is easy to make version updates. In addition,
there is also an environmental benefit to not printing manuals
for every lifting table sold.

It has been a major challenge for EdmoLift to keep the right
amount of manuals in the respective language versions in stock,
but primarily the thick comprehensive manual was often more
than the customer needed and requested.

“But, of course, it is governed by the customers’ needs and
requests,” says Tobias Svensson. If a customer wants a
complete product manual in print, we will of course arrange
that.

When EdmoLift decided to review its manuals, a decision was
therefore made to split the information into a physical quick
guide and a digital product manual.

Quick guides and the new manuals can be downloaded from https://installation.edmolift.com
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solutions to companies of all sizes, in all industry sectors as well as
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We have more than 150 standard models in our range with
capacities that range from 70 kg up to 30,000 kg, and a large part of
our complete solutions are custom-made, according to our
customers’ specifications.
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With his 31 years at
EdmoLift, Stefan is an
important part of the
company
1990 - Stefan
working on a fixture at
one of EdmoLift’s first
welding robots.

IN 1988 STEFAN BERGLUND began as a workshop engineer in the small family
company EdmoLift. 31 years later, he is still here, but both EdmoLift and his own
job have changed considerably.
A lot has happened at EdmoLift since Stefan Berglund began his first working day
in April 1988. Already back then, there was both robot- and manual welding and
production was busy manufacturing large series and building up stocks.
At the beginning of the 1990s, more processes became automated and over time,
production has become more controlled by specific purchase orders and products that
are directly customised for the customer have become an ever more important part of
the business.
Stefan Berglund has worked with most things on the production side and has seen the
developments at close quarters. Today, he works in EdmoLift’s special workshop where
a large and important part of the job is to manufacture prototypes of new models and
manufacture fixtures that allow manufacture of the new models to commence. Stefan
has built the very first version - the prototype - for most of the new products that
EdmoLift releases to the market.

In 1995-96, EdmoLift’s production organisation
consisted of 10 employees

The special workshop is the next-door neighbour to the design department, which
makes the road from the drawing board to prototype construction extremely short –
both figuratively and literally.
The job also includes testing new models, and constructing especially complicated
modifications.

Today, there are more than 60 employees in
EdmoLift’s production, this photo was taken in 2018.
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WHAT IS THE BEST THING ABOUT THE JOB?

“I think it is the fixture manufacture. Fixtures are like a
framework in which all parts of the product are placed and
tightened so that they can be welded by the robot, and when
they are developed I do most of it myself - I test, draw and
build. There is a lot of problem-solving involved and that is
what makes it so interesting.”
WHAT HAS BEEN THE GREATEST CHANGE AT EDMOLIFT DURING YOUR
YEARS WITH THE COMPANY?

“An awful lot has happened. One great change is, of course,
that there are so many more employees. When I began, there
were fewer than ten of us in production, today there are more
than 80 of us throughout the company. And then there are
so many new machines, production has changed and we have
extended - it has been a lot of fun to be involved in these
developments.”

STEFAN BERGLUND
AGE:

54

FAMILY: Wife and three adult children
POSITION: Engineer, qualified toolmaker

A lot has changed in 31 years, but there are still things that have
remained the same at EdmoLift.
“We have always had a very good camaraderie and cohesion,
despite now being so many more. That is important. It is the
reason why I still think it is fun to go to work every day.

Our new product catalogue with over 100+ new
products is now available!
www.edmolift.com/catalogue-2019

